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NOTICES

When Government drawings, specifications, or other data are used
for any purpose other than in connection with a definitely related Govern-
ment procurement operation, the United States Government thereby in-
curs no responsibility nor any obligation whatsoever; and the fact that
the Government may have formulated, furnished, or in any way supplied
the said drawings, specifications, or other data, is not to be regarded
by implication or otherwise as in any manner licensing the holder or
any other person or corporation,or conveying any rights or permission
to manufacture, use, or sell any patented invention that may in any way
be related thereto.

The information furnished herewith is made available for study
upon the understanding that the Government's proprietary interests in
and relating thereto shall not be impaired. It is desired that the Iudge
Advocate (WCJ), Wright Air Development Center, Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base, Ohio, be promptly notified of any apparent conflict be-
tween the Government's proprietary interests and those of others.
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FORNWORD

Mr. E. C. Theiss of the Aircraft Special Projects Branch, Weapons
Systems Division, Deputy for Operations, UADC, was project engineer on
the development of the Interwarmer Indiction Air Heating System. This
report was prepared in order to finalize the developnent of the Inter-
warmer System and to provide equations for design and application of
this system to any type reciprocating engine installation. The nethods
used are also applicable to development of design equations for any
flow heaot transfer process having similar limiting conditions. This
project was accomplished as one phase of project SEO 56040, wAircraft
and Missiles USAF - Winterization of,"

Those organizations which cooperated in the developvent of the
Interwarner System and this study are the Power Plant Laboratory,
Directorate of Laboratories, and the Directorate of Flight and All-
Weather Testing.
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ABSTRACT

The Interwarmsr Induction Air Heating System is a development of the
exhaust manifold and accessory section types. It ducts hot air from around
the exhaust manifold over heat exchanger tubes to transmit heat to the induc-
tion air. The hot air flow is controlled by a valve in the duct on the inlet
side of the heat exchanger, and induced and regulated by the venturi action
of the airstream on a rearwardly facing flap on the outlet side of the duct.

An installation was made in a B-29 aircraft having R-3350-57 engine•s,
and instrumentation and testing was accomplished to define the temperature
and flow conditions in the interwarmer system and in the contributing exhaust
and induction systems. Due to uncontrollable circumstances, air and gas
weight flow data of some systems were questionable. As an alternative, test
stand flow data from a similar engine were blended with the flight temper-
ature data and empirical equations developed.

The induction system energy balance reduced empirically to (T5a-Ta) a
62.2OR representing the total enthalpy change between outside air and carbu-
retor top deck. The interwarmer system energy balance reduced to a summation
of the total enthalpy gain over the exhaust manifold, (Tlh-Ta) - 127.8R; loss
to interwarmer inlet, (T3h-T2h) - -2196*R; loss over interwarmer tubes,
(TJ•-Týh) - -bl.4'R, and loss overboard, (Ta-Tgi) = -66.60R; while that for
the exhaust system reduce to (Tlg-Tg) - -I2 9R. From these equations the in-
terwarmsr air weight flow in terms of induction and exhaust gas weight flow
becomes

Wh -lJJO Wa ~an Wjh - 1.375 Wg.

From the sbove, it is found that the minimum area of the interwarmer duct is
A - *19 Wh, and the rate of heat transfer at the interwarmer and at the
exhaust manifols is qj a 14.7 Wa - 9.99 Wh and qem - 48.2 Wg - 30.7 Wh,
respectively.

The above equations winl provide an interwarmer system for a reoiprooa-
ting engine capable of providing a carburetor air temperature of 00F (-17.8C)
at -650F (-53.8C) which is sufficient to meet USAF requirements.

PUBLICATION REVIEW

This report has been reviewed and is approved.

FOR MT COMANDING 4ERALi

4•: VICITOR R. HAUGEN
Colonel, USAF
Chief, Weapons Systems Division
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DESIGN EQUATIONS FOR THE INTERWARMER
INDUCTION AIR HEATING SYSTEM

CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to develop design equations for applica-
tion of the Interwarner Induction Air Heating System to any aircraft having
a reciprocating engine installatien*

The initial work to provide a satisfactory induction air heating system
for turbo-supercharged engine aircraft was installation and test of am
exhaust manifold type system on a B-17 and an accessory section type system
on a B-24 during the fall of 1943 and winter of 1943-19144o The exhaust mani-
fold system ducted heated air from around the exhaust manifold to the inlet
of the induction syltem ahead of the supercharger as shown in Figure 1.1.
The accessory section system closed off the intercooler cooling air flow
and opened a valve into the accessory section to allow circulation of the warn
air over the intercooler tubes as shown in Figure 1.2. A combination of the
best features of these two systems lead to the original conception of the
interwarmer induction air heating system presented in Figure 1.3. The heat
source of the exhaust manifold system was combined with the method of heating
of the accessory section system. Hence, the interwarmer system ducts heated
air from the exhaust manifold over the intercooler tubes. The tests and
results of the exhaust manifold and accessory section systems and a discussion
of the proposed interwarmer design are presented in Reference 1, Appendix.

As a result of a B-29 aircraft crash on 12 December 1946 at an outside
air temperature of -47*F (-43*8C)s which was attributed to loss of power
and engine malfunctioning caused by extreme low carburetor air temperatures,
the WADC, then the AMC, was directed by letter from Chief, Research and
Engineering Division, AC/AS-24, Headquarters USAF, dated 26 February 19247,
subject "Engine Malfunctioning at Extremely Low Temperatures," to "provide
such modifications to aircraft engine installations as is necessary to permit
satisfactory engine operation throughout the temperature range of -650F to
1600F (-•3.89C to 7.1IC) in accordance with existing policy." The Power
Plant Laboratory analyzed all available past and current data and again con-
firmsd the necessity and desirability of adequate carburetor heat as the best
remedial action for alleviating loss of power and engine malfunctioning at
extreme low temperatures. Action was immediately taken to obtain a satisfac-
tory carburetor heat system for such aircraft as the B-29, F-47., and F-51.
The author was assigned the project of developing the interwarmer system pro-
posed in Reference 1 for the B-29 while other developments for these aircraft were
accomplished under contract with industry. Two types of systems were installed
on a B-29 and were tested at Ladd Air Force Base, Alaska, under supervision
of the author, during 18 February to 16 March 1948 for possible application
to B-29 aircraft. Engines 1 and 2 of B-29, Serial No 45I-2 16 98 , were provided
with an interwarmer system similar to that proposed in Reference 1 and
described and evaluated in Reference 2. Engines No 3 and 4 were provided
with a recirculating type system designed by Boeing Airplane Company whioh is
described and evaluated in Reference 3. The reoirculating system bled off
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air from the outlet side of the turbosupercharger and recirculated it back
through the inlet in order to increase the induction air temperature* Since
this system did not add to the development of the interwarmer system and
proved inadequate, no further reference or discussion of this system will be
made. Other developments which further refined the interwarmer system, but
which have no effect on development of the design equations, are design and
installation of fire valves in the inlet of the interwarmer system to prevert
entry of flame from engine or exhaust system fires, and a balanced type heat
control valve to be used in lieu of the cantilever valve. These refinements
are described in detail in References 4 and 5. The fire valve has been made
a production change to the kit and has been applied as a service change to
aircraft having the system previously installed. The balanced type heat
control valve has been held in the inactive status since the cantilever valve
has performed satisfactorily and provided a sufficient carburetor air tempera-
ture rise.

Application for patent of an induction system comprising the air inter..
warmer and air intercooler was filed 20 May 1949. Patent 29554.797, RAir
Induction System for Turbosupercharged Aircraft Engines, Including Air
Intercooler and Air Interwarmer," was issued 3 July 1951 to the author with
license to manufacture or use granted to the United States Government.

WADC M 52-299



CHAPTE II - INSTALLATION, INSThUMENTATION9 AND TEST PROCEDURES

Description of Instal3atien

The final version of the interwarmer induction air heating system is the
heating portion of *The Air Induction System" described in the aforementioned
Patent No 2,558,797. This system, a refinement of that of Figure 1.3, is
shown schematically in Figure 11.1. This system consists of an air induction
system having a heat exchanger interposed preferably near the carburetor to
minimize heat losses. In a turbosupercharged engine installationp this heat
exchanger would be the intercooler, but in this system is given another func-
tion for which it is termed interwarser# The inlet side of the heat exchanger
is ducted to the atmosphere and to a source of warm air. A remotely controlled
valve for simultaneously opening one duct and closing the other is actuated
to control the admission of either cooling or heating air to the heat exchanger.
The air outlet duct of the heat exchanger communicating with the atmosphere
has an adjustable remotely controlled flap valve fitted in the discharge end.
The valve extends rearwardly so that the slipstream will induce outward flow
of air from the duct. The amount of opening of this latter valve determines
the extent of cooling or heating. On turbosupercharged aircraft this latter
valve would be the intercooler exit shutter.

As applied to the B-29, this system ducted hot air from the shroud above
the supercharger on each side of the nacelle to a manifold and thence into
the duct connecting the intercooler with the outside air. A valve which
simultaneously opens the one duct and closes the other is located at this
point. The cooling air portion of the system is the same as the production
configuration and consists of a ram air duct connected to the intercooler and
the intercooler exit shutter. A spring-loaded fire valve held open by an
antimozy-lead fuse with a melting point of about 4120F is located in each of
the inlets of the interwarmer ducts to prevent entry of fire and excessively
high exhaust gas temperatures. The entire system as applied to B-29 aircraft
is shown in Figure 11.2. As mentioned in the *Introduction" the interwarmer
system has been installed on all engines of B-29, Serial No 45-21698. Control
is the same for all engines and is accomplished by placing the heat valve in
the hot or cold position by means of single pole double throw switches mounted
at the left of the engineer's station as shown in Figure 11.3. Selection of
specific carburetor air temperatures is attained by opening the intercooler
shutter so that the modified intercooler shutter indicator shown in Figure
11.4 rests in the green range. The greater the CAT rise desired the further
the indicator needle is moved into the green range. The end of the green
range represents the greatest heat rise available with optimum performance of
the aircraft. The major difference between installations exists in the type
of heat control valve employed and in slight variation in shape of ducting.
Engines 1 and 2 have balanced type heat control valves, while Engines 3 and 4
have the cantilever type valves. Since the type of valve does not affect
development of the design equations it will suffice to refer to References
2 and 4 for detailed description of these valves. Engines 2 and 3 provided

WADC TR 52-289 6
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The Interwarter System in in Operation When Valves A and B are as Shown. The
Induction Air Temperature can be Maintained at That Desired by Opening or Closing
Valve A. The Induction Air Temperature Rise is Directly Proportional to the Opening
of Valve A. Hot Air Flow Over Interwarmer Tubes In••dusd - Vexturi Effect of Airflow
Over Valve A* Valvei

Induction Air Heated
in Passage Through Intercooler
Int erwarmer (Intervarmer)

i~xhast ,-Turbosupercharger

Manifold Shroud
Sh~roud

Non-Ram Air Heated
Ram Cooling Air 'When as it Flows Over Hot
Valve B is in Vertic Exhaust Manifold on
Position. Cooling Air Both Sides of Nacelle
Blocked When Valve B iE
in Horizontal Position Exhaust Manifold
as Shown Ram Induction Air

LEGEND
4a Cold Air
"•--- Hot Air

FIGURE 11.2

IWrTWARMER IM)UCTIOV AIR HEATING
SITEM AS APPLIED TO B-29 AIIAFT
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a slightly higher heat rise than that available on Engines 1 and 4 which
was attributed to the difference in ducting between inboard and outboard
engines and shorter valve moment arm resulting in better sealing. Engine 3
was selected to obtain the missing airflow data, and rerun of temperature
data on which to base development of the design equations, since it represen-
ted the best ducting arrangement, and simplified instrumentation. Details
of the installation on Engine 3 are shown in Figure II.5p 11.6, and II..
AF drawings for this installation are listed in Table II.le

Description of Instrumentation

The temperature instrumentation on engine 3 was identical to that used
in previous tests of the interwarmer system and as described in Reference
2,s4 and 5 with the additional thermocouples in the exhaust manifold near
the firewall and near the turbo. The temperature instrumentation was-so
designed so as to reveal heat losses and gains throughout the system. A
verbal description of each thermocouple location, together with the symbol
to be used in the development of equations, is given in Table 11.2 and shown
on Figure 31.9. Thermocouples were connected to an automatic Brown Recorder
shown in Figure 11.9 located in the navigator's compartment. This recorder
had an iron-constantan range of -50OC to +65)C and a chromel-alumel range of
+49OOC to ÷I400OC. All thermocouples were of a bare wire iron-constantan type
except for those in the exhaust system which were chromel-alumel. Typical
duct thermocouple installations are shown in Figures II.10 and 1I.11, and those
of the carburetor top deck screen, which are also typical of those in the
inlet and outlet of the intercooler in the interwarmer flow, are shown in
Figure 31.12.

Airflow instrumentation was established on Engine 3 so as to give the
velocity of the air at definite cross sections in the induction system,
interwarmer system, and exhaust system. The weight airflow could then be
computed from W -p ua. The instrumentation for measuring induction system
air velocity consisted of static pressures at chambers A and B of the carburetor
in order to obtain the mean suction differential (MSD). This can then be read
off the engine manufacturer' s charts to obtain the weight airflow. In order
to check this method of measurement of induction system airflow a 3 rake pitot
tube, shown in Figure 11.12. and a static tube were installed at the carburetor
top deck. Still another check was to provide a static tube at the bottom deck.,
and together with the static pressure at the top deck would allow simulation
of the airflow in the laboratory. This would be done by mounting the carburetor
in the laboratory and flowing a known amount of air through until the static
pressures agreed with those measured for any power setting.

The air velocity through the interwarmer system appeared to be more
difficult to measure because of more irregular shaped ducting. For this
reason, it was decided to make checks at three locations, one on each side of
the hot air manifold and under the intercooler. A 3 rake pitot and a static
tube were installed at the former location, and a pitot-static tube was instal-
led at the center of each quadrant of the area below the intercooler*

WADC TR 52-W 11



® Modified Intercoeder Cooling Air Dluct

®Manifold Assembly

®Flexible Connector Assembly

(Ti) Elbow Assembly

®a Hmat Valve Inspeotion Panels

FIGURE I11.5

ITE1NARME INDUCTION AIR HEATING
SYSTEM INSTALLATION ON ENGINE 3
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TABLE II11

AIR FORCE DRAWING LIST APPLICABLE TO
N ZINDUCTION AIR HEATING SYSTEM ON ENGINE 3

B-29S AL mNO. 45-21698

Nwuber Title

4BJ20920 Heating System - Induction Air, Interwrmers Installation of

4BB2091h Panel Assembly - Control, Induction Air Heating System

48B20915 Plate - Mounting, Control Panels Induction Air Heating System

48J20921 Duct Assembly - Cool Airs Induction Air Heating Systems Inboard
Engine, Modification of

48E20922 Duct Assembly - Air Control, Induction Air Heating System,
Inboard and Outboard Engines

48J20923 Elbow Assembly - Inboard Engine, Induction Air Heating System,
Inboard Side

48J20924  Elbow Assembly - Inboard Engine, Induction Air Heating System,
Outboard Side

48D20925 Duct Assembly - Take-off, Induction Air Heating System, Inboard
Engine, Modification of

4BD20926 Valve Assembly - Inboard Engines Induction Air Heating System

48B20927 Dial - Intercooler Flap Position Indicator. Induction Air Heat-
ing System, Modification of

41D20928 Manifold Assembly - Inboard Engine, Induction Air Heating
system

48D20929 Motor and Limit Switch Assembly - Induction Air Heating System,
Inboard and Outboard Engines

48C20930 Bracket - Motor Mount, Induction Air Heating System, Inboard
Engine

48C20931 Connector Assembly - Flexibles Induction Air Heating System,
Inboard Engine

48T20932 Shaft - Inboard Engine Valve, Induction Air Heating System

4BB20933 Gasket - Elbow to Manifold, Induction Air Heating System, Inboard
Engine

WADC TR 52-29 15



4BB20934 Gasket - Manifold to Duct, Induction Air Heating System, Inboard
Engine

48B20935 Bearing Assembly - Cool Air Ducts Induction Air Heating System,
Inboard Engine

hSA20936 Coupling - Cool Air Duct, Induction Air Heating System, Inboard

and Outboard Engines

48B20938 Name Plate - Control Panels Induction Air Heating System

48C20939 Wiring Diagram - Induction Air Heating System, Schematic

49B21552 Arm - Control, Fire Valve, Induction Air Heating System

49B21555 Boss - Fire Valve Fuse, Induction Air Heating System

49B21556 Spring - Fire Valve, Induction Air Heating System

49B21558 Plug Assembly - Fire Valve Fuse, Induction Air Heating System

49A21559 Guide - Fire Valve Spring, Induction Air Heating System

4W921560 Valve - Fire, Outboard Side, Inboard Engine Elbow, Induction Aii
Heating System

49C21561 Valve - Fire, Inboard Side, Inboard Engine Elbow, Induction
Air Heating System

50D26072 Elbow Assembly - Fire Valve, Outboard Side Inboard Engine Elbow,
Induction Air Heating System

50D26073 Elbow Assembly - Fire Valve, Inboard Side Inboard Engine Elbow,
Induction Air Heating System

50B26074 Shaft - Fire Valve, Induction Air Heating System, 11.5 Inch

50B26075 Shaft - Fire Valve, Induction Air Heating System, 1D05 Inch

50B26076 Boss - Valve Shaft, Induction Air Heating System, Straight

5OB26077 Boss - Fire Valve Spring, Induction Air Heating System, Straight

5OB26078 Boss - Valve Shaft, Induction Air Heating System, 20 Degrees

WADC TR 52-2M 16



TABLE 11.2

TENPElATU E INSTRUMENTATION

Induction SyWste
Location

Tla(1) Inboard turbo duct-inlet side

T2a(l) Inboard turbo dact-outlet side near turbo

Tla(2) Outboard turbo dact-inlet aide

T2a(2) Outboard turbo duct-outlet side near turbo

T3a(1) Inboard side turbo dct just ahead of intercooler

T3 a(2 ) Outboard side turbo duct just ahead of intercooler

Tha(l) Right side top on carburetor side of intercooler

T~a(2) Right side bottom on carburetor side of intercooler

T4a(3) Left side top on carburetor side of intercooler

Ta(4) Left side bottom on carburetor side of intercooler

T~a(l). Carburetor top deck left side front

T~a( 2 ) Carburetor top deck right side front

Tsa(3) Altitude compensator

Ts~a(4) Carburetor top deck left side rear

T~a,(5) Carburetor top deck right side rear

T6a(l) Carburetor bottom deck left side center

T6a(2) Carburetor bottom deck right side center

Inter•wrner Induction Air Heating, Sstea

Tg( 1) Inboard exhaust manifold - near firewall

Tlg(1) Inboard exhaust manifold - near turbo

Tg(2) Outboard exhaust manif old - near firewall

Tlg(2) Outboard exhaust manifold - near turbo

Tlh(l) Hot air duct from supercharger cover shroUi inboard side-
temperature of airflow

WADC TR 52-2M8 17



Tlk(2) Hot air duct from supwcharger cover shroud outboard side -
temperature of airflow

T2h(l) Hot air manifold left side just prior to entering modified
doct valve opeuing

T2h(2) Hot air manifold right side just prior to entering modified

duct valve opening

Tjh(l) Right side front just below intercooler tubes

Tfh(2) Right side rear just below intercooler tubes

T3h(3) Left side front just below intercooler tubes

T3 h(4) Left side rear just below intercooler tubes

T 1h(l) Right side front just above intercooler tubes

Tjh( 2 ) Right side rear just above intercooler tubes

T1 h(3) Left side front just above intercooler tubes

T~h(4) Left side rear just above intercooler tubes

Ta Intake duct entrance - Free Air Temperature

WADC TR 52-2 1
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The velocity of the exhaust gas through each of the two exhaustnanifolds
was to be determined by installing a 3 rake pitot and a static tube in a
straight section of each manifold. This is shown in Figure II.11 and is typi-
cal of all 3 rake pitot-static tube installations. A check on exhaust gas
weight flow is available from the relationship Wg = Wa + Wf. Hence the fuel
weight flow was measured by an electric fuel flow counter which when added to
the induction airflow obtained as described above would provide a check on the
exhaust gas weight flow.

All instruments, other than temperature measuring, were installed in a
photo observer and mounted above the forward gun turret as shown in Figure
11.13. Pitot-static tubes of Engine 3 were connected to applicable pressure
gages in the photo observer by copper tubing. Such aircraft instruments as
airspeed indicator, altimeter, manifold pressure gage, and tachometer indicator
were paralleled into the corresponding system in the aircraft.

Test Procedures

Flight operations accomplished on B-29, Serial No 45-21698, conformed to
the Handbook of Flight Operation Instruction, Technical Order AN Ol-20EJA-l,
and to current local air base restrictions. Previous flight tests accomplished
at Ladd Air Force Base, Alaska, were made on all engines according to the
procedure outlined below and discussed in detail in Reference 2. The latest
flight test to obtain the exhaust gas temperatures, airflow, and fuel flow
measurements which were not obtained previously, together with a rerun of
temperatures at all locations described above, was accomplished only on Engine
3. This engine had been selected as the basis for the development of design
equations.

The conditions at which data were recorded were as listed in Table 11.3.
For each of the twnty-five conditions listed above, data were recorded with
the interwarmer system for engine 3 "OFF" and then with the system "ON".
In each case, data were recorded only after power settings and temperature
conditions had become stabilized. When the interwarmer system was "OFF", the
intercooler shutter indicator read "SHUT", and when heat was "OW', the indi-
cator for the shutter was at the end of the green range on the gage which is
the "1/3 OPEN" position. When a power setting was set up on Engine 3, it was
set upon all four engines since airspeed, which directly affected the carbure-
tor air temperature rise, had to correspond to the power being developed for
true results, At least two photo frames and thermocouple surveys were taken
after power ad temperature stabilization had been acxiieved at each of the
twenty-five aforementioned conditions.

WADC TR 52-298 2Y



SCamera

Altitude - Type C-12 Altimeter
SEngine RPM - Tachometer Indicator
Manifold Pressure - Standard Gage
P-p Inboard and Outboard Exhaust Manifold - Duel Autosyn Differential
Pressure Ind 1cator
Carburetor Chambers A (p) and B (P) - Type F-I Airspeed Indicator
P-p Carburetor Top Deck - Type F-i Airspeed Indicator
P-p Inboard Side of Manifold - Airspeed Indicator 0 to 150 mph
P-p Outboard Side of Manifbld - Airspeed Indictor 0 to 150 mph
p Carburetor Bottom Deck - Type C-12 Altimeter
p Carburetor Top Deck - Type C-12 Altimeter
Fuel Flow Counter
Camera Counter
p Duct Below Interwarmer - Type C-12 Altimeter
Airspeed - Type F-1 Airspeed Indicator
P Duet Below Interwarmar - Type -20 to 90 in H2 0 Gage

FIGURE 11.13

PHOtO-OBSERVER INSTALLATION

WADC T 52-egg
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TANL 11.3

TEST CONDITIONS

Posion or Engine nrold Nomina
Altitude Speed Pressure Power

ft r in . % N.RH

Warm-up 1000-1300 20
Taxi ---

Take-off 2800 49
Pattern 2400 25
Approach 2400 20
2000 2400 41.8 100
2000 2200 35 80
2000 2100 32.8 65
2000 1700 30.8 50
7500 2400 40.9 100
7500 2200 33.6 80
7500 2100 31 65
7500 1700 28.8 50
15000 240 140.3 100
15000 2200 32.6 80
15000 2100 29.7 65
15000 1700 27.3 50
20000 2400 40.2 100
20000 2200 32.4 80
20000 2100 29.4 65
20000 1700 or 1750* 26.2 50
25000 2400 40.2 100
25000 2200 32.4 80
25000 2100 29.3 65
25000 1700 or 1750* 26 50
*May get surging
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CHAPTER III TEST RESULTS

The performance of the interwarmer induction air heating system had
been established and the final configuration determined by test and results
described in Reference 2. The tests described in Chapter II were performed
to obtain data for design purposes. Initial tests were run U February 1952.
These tests provided only the temperature data inasmuch as the photo obser-
ver which was used to measure the airflow data was not functioning during
tests and passed unnoticed by the flight engineer. This was discovered after
the photo observer film was developed. Before tests could be rerun, the
Directorate of Flight and All Weather Testing Control Office assigned the
aircraft to the Aircraft Radiation Laboratory, Directorate of Laboratories,
because of a 1A priority project.. The test was finally rerun on 30 April
and 1 May 1952 in order to get both the temperature and the airflow data.
The results of this latter test are described in Reference 9. Comparison
of the results of both tests indicates that the temperature data of the
initial tests were the best, and that all methods of airflow determination
were inadequate except for the mean suction differential (MSD) method for
induction system mass airflow determination. The inadequacy of these latter
results was primarily due to the high outside air temperatures encountered
which prevented operation of the system to full capacity. Since the initial
temperature data are complete enough to allow determination of all enthalpy
changes through the induction system and through the interwarmer system, it
is sufficiently complete to allow determination of airflow ratios between the
various systems. These temperature data are presented in Table III,1.

The instrumentation and tests of Reference 2 were designed so as to
determine the best configuration and the performance of the system in meeting
the requirements of the Air Force at that time. These requirements were
included in the Handbook of Instructions of Aircraft Designers, AMC Manual
80-1, and are summarized as follows:

a. Sufficient heat shall be available to raise the intake air from
-40"F (-40oC) to +7O7F (+21.19C) within 30 seconds at 65% of normal sea level
rated power. In turbosupercharged aircraft, this requirement must be met
without the aid of heat obtainable from the turbosupercharger.

b. Sufficient heat shall be available to raise the intake air from -65OF
(-53.8*C) to OF (-17.8*C) at 25% rated power.

c. Control shall be provided so that heated air can be metered to the
carburetor in increments not larger than 20OF (11#10C),"

d. With the control in the full "Hot"' position, the static pressure at

the carburetor top deck shall not be reduced by more than 2 in. hg. below

the pressure existing when the control is in the full "Cold" position.

e. The maximum temperature variation between the altitude compensating
valve and the average carburetor top deck temperature shall not exceed 50F
(2.8WC)o
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f. The hot air shall be entirely closed off when the cockpit control
is in the full "Cold" position.

The requirements of paragraph a, above, have been modified in the latest
revision of the HIAD recently released so that installation not susceptible
to fuel evaporationicing, i.e. fuel injection engines such as the R-3350-57
engines on the B-29 and engines having high pressure carburetors, would only
have to maintain carburetor top deck temperatures of ÷4O*F (+4'.4C) at an out-
side air temperature of -40OF (-4O*C) at the same power. The requirement of
paragraph b has been changed in that all installations must be capable of
maintaining a carburetor top deck temperature of at least OF (-17.80C) at
-40F (-40OC) outside air temperature at idling RPM at sea level. The change
to the requirement of paragraph a has made it less severe while the change
in the requirement of paragraph b has not made any appreciable difference.

While the test results showed the system did not completely meet the
original HIAD requirements, the interwarmer system proved to be far superior
than any of the other systems tested for turbosupercharged aircraft engines.
The only requirement not met completely was that of paragraph ap above. The
value of this requirement for installations not susceptible to fuel evapora-
tion icing was questioned and it is noted that it has been changed in the
latest revision of the HIAD as mentioned above. It is believed that the
requirement. of paragraph b and as revised is the most critical particularly
for the prevention of power instability during low temperature operations,
as well as for eliminating or preventing induction system icing. This
requirement, as revised, however, does not allow a good basis for design due
to the erratic airflow experienced during idling RPM. Since the interwarmer
system showed in Reference 2 and present tests a CAT rise of at least 37C0
above the OAT for any power setting in flight and a 300C rise during engine
warm-up, plus the fact that it was designed for continuous use rather than
intermittent, it can be accepted as meeting the latest requirements. There-
fore, the data obtained can be used for development of design equations.

The only problem remaining is to select the proper power setting and
altitude to be used in design. Since the lowest CAT rises are available
at the lowest pressure altitudes and the lowest power settings are most
critical in regard for the need for heat, it is believed that the 50% normal
rated power at 2000 ft. pressure altitude will provide the proper design
conditions to meet requirements and provide an adequate installation. This
will be further verified in the analysis of the energy balances in Chapter IV.

It should be noted that the data of Table IIl.1 does not include airspeed
data since the photo observer was not operating. However, airspeed data are
not necessary for developing equations since all temperatures were measured
in the ducting including Ta at the inlet of the intake air duct which elimin-
ates the kinetic energy temperature rise due to the airspeed of the aircraft
and defined by u2/2gJcp. There is a kinetic energy temperature rise in the
ducting, but this will be assumed negligible because of the generally low
duct velocities. Hence, it is assumed that the total temperature T is equal
to the indicated temperature Tij. The validity of this assumption will be
checked as follows:
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A close approximation of the value of the total temperature T in an air-
stream in terms of the indicated temperature Tind and the velocity of the
flow can be obtained from the following equations given in Reference 8:

r - .65 = Tind " t
T-t

T t + U

combining we have
u2

T - Tind - .35 U

From t1is it is shown that amount of error depends directly on the
factor .35u4/2gjcp or on the velocity of the flow u. Since it has been
tentatively dec!iZd that the 50% N.R. sea level power is the proper design
power, a check will be made of the velocity of induction air, interwarmer
air and exhaust gas to determine extent of error. From Table IV.2, Chapter
IV, it is shown that the induction system has a weight airflow of 1.632 lb/sec
and the exhaust gas system a weight flow of 1.754 lb/sec. Using the flow
equation W-op ua or u - W* a we find that the induction air velocity is
48.9 ft/sec and the exhaust gas velocity is 64.5 ft/sec. It is also shown
in Chapter IV that the interwarmer air velocity is 69.5 ft/sec and hence is
greater than either the induction air flow or exhaust gas flows. Substituting
this value in the above equation we have

T - Ti - 35u - .35 ( -41R
2gjop 2x,32.2xý776x. 2

Taking one of the highest temperatures in the interwarmer system T2h 74*C,

165.20F, or 625.20R for Tind we have

T - Tind 1 .1.lR

626.61OR - 625.20R - 1.41R
or
166.61*F-165.2*F = 1.41F
or

74.8C- 74°C - .8c

Since the amount of error introduced .8eC is even less than the experimental
error and that the recovery factor used in the above equation is conservative,
the assumption that T = Tind is considered valid.

Analysis of the data of TabLe II.1 reveals that "Cold" temperature surveys
will not be required in the establishment of energy balances for the inter-
warmer system. Further in order to facilitate thermodynamic use of this data
the "Hot" temperature surveys have been reduced to degrees Rankine in Table
111.2.
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CHAPTER IV - DEVMLOPMENT OF EQUATIONS

General

In development of the design equations for the interwarmer induction air
heating system it will be necessary to determine the energy balances for the
various power settings and altitudes, developing the heat transfer equations
for both the heat exchange at the interwarmer and at the exhaust manifold
and finally setting up the empirical equations in terms of defined conditions.
Prior to starting the development of equations, it is necessary to state
certain fundamental concepts and assumptions. The process of the interwarmer
system is assumed as steady one dimensional flow, constant pressure, with
both media separated by metallic walls. It is also assumed that there is
no heat loss through the duct walls to the surrouding atmosphere. This will
be checked by the energy balance. Other assumptions regarding the heat
exchange at the interwarmer and at the exhaust manifold are as follows:

a. Low pressure gas flowsthrough the induction system, interwarmer
system, and the exhaust manifold.

b° The flow in all components of the system is turbulent.

c. The heat transfer area is the same for both fluids.

d. Radiation between fluids and walls may be neglected.

e. Thermal resistance of the walls may be neglected.

f. Density of each fluid is constant.

g. Losses in head at the ends of the tubes may be neglected.

h. Potential and kinetic energy changes of airflow are considered
negligible and no mechanical work occurs.

i. Difference between indicated temperature, Tind, and total temperature
T is negligible due to relatively low airflew and temperature.

Energy Balances

In order to set up the energy balance for both the induction system and
the interwarmer system only the change in total enthalpy H need be considered,
The energy balances are as follows:

Energy Balance for Induction System (1)

"Ha + (Hla- Ha) + (H2a - Hla) - (H2a - H3a) + (H4a - H3a) - (H4a - H5a) Ha

IA- Ran corm- Turbo Loss to Rise through Loss to Carb. Carb.
take pression Rise Interwarmer Interwarmer Top Deck Top
Air Rise Entrance Deck
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Energy Balance for Interwarmer System (2)

Ha + (Hj - Ha) - (Hh - Hh) - (H2h - H3 h) - (H3 h - Hjh) - (Hh - Ha) - Ha

In- Rise over Loss to Loss to Inter- Loss over Loss over- Outside
take Exhaust Control warmer Entrance Interwarmer board Air
Air Manifold Valve En- Tubes

trance

It should be noted that the weight air flows Wa and Wh are not required
in equations (1) and (2) since they would cancel out. Expressing the above
equations in terms of cp and T since H - cpT we have

dp[a + (TZ - Ta) + (T2a - TJa) - (T2a - T3a) + (T4a - T3a) - (Tha - T5a]

cpT5a or

Ta + (Ta " Ta) + (T2a - Tla) + (T 3 a - T2a) + (T4a - T3 a) + (T5a - T 4a) - T5a (3)

CpLTa + (Tlh - Ta) - (Tlh - T2h) - (T2h - T3h) - (T3h - T4h) - (T4h - Ta])-
OpTa or

(T T - ma) + (T2h - Tlh) + (T3h - T2h) + (T•- T 3 h) + (Ta - ZT ) -O (h)

It should be noted that cp drops out of these equations, hence, the energy
balances for both the induction system and interwarmer system may be checked
out using only the total temperatures. Further, using the indicated tempera-
ture Tind as total temperature, T will not (as shown in Chapter III) introduce
any serious error due to relatively low airflows and temperature.

Also, all temperatures used would be Tind and the relative difference
between temperatures in the same medium would be the same.

Using equations (3) and (4) and the data of Table 111.2, the changes in
enthalpy for the various parts of the induction system and interwarmer system
for the various altitudes and power setting at which tests were performed are
shown in Table IV.el A check of these energy balances reveals that all except
two are in balance. One is out of balance by .2R and the other by 106R. These
discrepancies are concentrated in the induction system energy balances, but
are not believed to be of sufficient magnitude for concern. The causes for
these discrepancies cannot be determined.

The interwarmer energy balance shows that the duct heat loss to the heat
valve is negligible and that the heat loss at the valve to the inlet to the
interwarmer tends to increase slightly with increasing power and altitude at
pressure altitudes below 15,OOO ft. This tendency is not apparent at higher
altitudes probably due to the less dense air. It is believed that the loss
at the valve is due primarily to its flexing since it is of cantilever con-
struction. This loss could be minimized by a balanced type heat valve and
hence, allow more heat for transfer to the induction air. However, even with
this loss, sufficient heat is available. It should be noted that the greatest
heat rise of the interwarmer air over the exhaust manifold and the greatest
heat loss to the induction system over the interwarmer tubes occurs at the
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lower powers and at the higher altitudes. Comparison of the loss of heat over
the interwarmer tubes to the heat gain through the interwarmer tubes into the
induction air shows it approaches an equal exchange at the lower power settings,
indicating the most efficient heat transfer conditions which would be expected.
The interwarmer energy balance further shows a loss of heat overboard which
is the greatest of all losses and which increases with decreasing power and
increasing altitude. This is another source of heat loss which might be
minimized by a different type heat exchanger, i.e., fin type or such type
which would absorb the greatest possible amount of heat. This, however, is
considered average and developing the equations assuming this type heat exchanger
should be adequate.

Analysis of the energy balances for the induction system shows that the
ram compression temperature rise, the duct heat loss to the interwarmer, and
the loss from the interwarmer to the carburetor top deck are negligible. The
induction air temperature rise through the turbo is shown to be the greatest
at each altitude at the high power, decreasing with decrease in power and
increasing with altitude. The induction air temperature rise through the inter-
warmer increases with decrease in power at all altitudes. It also indicates
that the amount of rise decreases with increasing altitude, particularly at
the higher power settings. This is due to the increasing induction air tempera-
ture rise through the turbo providing a small te~o-erature difference between
induction and interwarmer air, and resulting in a decreasing temperature rise
through the interwarmer. For the purpose of design equations, the effect of
the turbo should be neglected since it is negligible at 2000 ft. pressure
altitude and since its effect cannot be included when designing to meet the
established requirements.

The energy balances emphasize that the 2000 ft p.a. is the most criticalp
hence, designing for this altitude will provide more than adequate induction
air temperature rise for any other flight altitude. It does not appear from
these energy balances that designing for any one power at tis altitude would
be too critical and very similar results would probably be obtained, regardless
of uhich was used. However, experience has shown that adequate induction air
heating at low power and altitude conditions are the most important for extreme
low temperature operation. These conditions are conducive to power instability
in reciprocating engines caused by low cylinder head temperatures resulting in
plug fouling fro. fuel condensation. Sufficient heat to meet this condition
provides adequate heat to prevent or eliminate induction system icing. In
view of the above and since the 50% normal rated power at 2000 ft. pressure
altitude provides the best design conditions to meet requirements it will be
used as the basis for design equations.

Heat Transfer Equations

In order to proceed further with design equations, it now becomes neces-
sary to set up equations for the heat transfer at both the interwarmer and at
the exhaust manifold. Since the process has been assumed as one dimensional
steady flow, constant pressure, with both media separated by metallic walls.
and no heat is lost through the duct walls to the atmosphere, we have rate
of heat transfer at
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Interwarmer

q - Wa (fha - H3a) - Wh (H3h - Hhh) (5)

Exhaust Manifold

q - Wh (Hlh - Ha) - Wg (Hg - Hlg) (6)

Note: The weight airflow of the exhaust gas is Wg - Wa + Wf (7)

From equation (5) we have

Wh . (Hha - H3 a) (8)
Wa kH3h -HT

and from equation (6) we have

Wh (Hg -H 1 ) (9)

From equations (8) and (9)

w Wa ( 4a 3a)_ (gHg-1Z

or
Wg Wa(Hh(a jH~a •)Hh xý -H a HI) (10)

Since H 1V equations (8) and (9) become

Wh O cpa (T4a _ T3a) (ii)

Wa Cph (T3 h - Thh)

h pg (T . g (12)g a ph kTh" Ta)

but Opa Cph since temperatures for both induction air and interwarmer air
are near enough so as to cause a negligible error* It should be noted that
Cp= 0 ph- Cpa since the exhaust gas temperature is considerably higher* From
Re erence 6, Cpg • .28, if assumed equal to air in range of exhaust gas tempera-
tures encountered, Cph and Cpa will be considered - .24 for the rarge of temp-
erature encountered. Entering these values, equations (11) and (12) become

WhWAC -T3)
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19 .28 (Tg Wt T lg).4 1.17 (T,,._- TlL,) (14)Wg .2V (Tlh - TaO (T" h -Ta(

Reduction To Empirical Equations

In order to reduce the above to empirical equations, it is necessary to
establish conditions of the heat exchange at both the interwarmar and at the
exhaust manifold from conditions defined by test and requirements. Since it
has been shown that the 50% normal rated power at 2000 fto pressure altitude
test data would provide an adequate system, these data will be used in setting
up empirical design equations. As previously mentioned the original HIAD
requirement described in paragraph b, Chapter III, is the most critical, and
designing using this requirement will provide a system which will also meet
the revision of this requirement. Accordingly, a system designed to provide
a 360C heat rise at 50% normal rated power at sea level with an OAT of -53.8C0
should be more than adequate.

The energy balance for both the induction system and interwarmer system
are (3) and. (4), respectively

Ta + (Tla- Ta) + (T2a - Tla) + (T3a - T2a) + (T4 - T3a) + (T5a - T4a)

TSa (3)

(Tl - T- ) + (Tah - Tjh) + (T3h - T2h) + (TM, - T3h) + (Ta - TM) - 0
('4)

Since Table IV.l and the previous discussion of the energy balance showed
that the ram rise (Tla - Ta), turbo rise (T2a - Tla), heat loss to intervarmer
(T3a - T2a)a and loss to carburetor top deck (T5a - Ta) in the induction
system are negligible for the 50% power at 2000 ftj equation (3) becomes:

Ta + (T4& - T3a) " T5a (15)

It was also shown that the heat loss to valve entrance (T2h - Tjh) in
the interwarmer system ia negligible, hence, equation (4) becomes:

(Th - Ta) + (T3h - Ta) + (T4 -T3h) + (Ta - TM) - 0 (16)

Enter the values for these various losses from the 50%, 2000 ft p.a.
energy balance of Table IV.l for the induction and interwarmer systems in
equations (15) and (16) as applicable. The parts of equation (15) have values
as follows:

Ta = Ta

(TM - T3a)" 61.20R
T5a a T.a

But Ta - T3a and TM. - T5 since intermediate heat losses are considered
negligible. Hence equation (15) becomes:

(T~a - Ta) - 61.20R (17)
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The parts of equation (16) have values as follows:

(Tlh - Ta) - 127.8-R (18)

(T3h - T2h) - -21.6*. (19)

but Tlh - T2h, hence

(T3h - Tlh) --21.6*R (20)

(Tth - T3h) m -41.4"R (21)

(Ta - T4h) -6.6"R (22)

Since airflow data available from tests conducted were inadequate and
the induction system airflow determination is only adequate for checking pur-
poses, it becomes necessary to make the best use of other available data.
Data obtained from test stand operation in the Power Plant Laboratory,
Directorate of Laboratories, WADC, with intake air 100OF (37.8C) and exhaust
temperature of between 16000F to 1700"F (8700C to 926*C) together with the
flight test nominal power, rpm, and mp for which it will be used is shown
in Table IV.2. For comparative purposes the induction system mass air flow
will be determined using the metering suction differential (MSD) at 2000 ft
on page 4, Appendix III, Reference 9, 2200 RPM (80% N.R.), 2100 RPM (65% N.R.),
and 1700 RPM (50% N.R.); reading the airflow from the chart on page 3, Appendix
II, Reference 9, and computing the airflow as described in Appendix II, Ref-
erence 9. Mean Suction Differentials (MSD) thus obtained and converted to
In H2 0, namely 17.85, 14.92 and 7.62, provide induction system airflows of
2.78, 2.50 and 1.74 Ib/sec. These airflows compare fairly well with corres-
ponding induction system airflows Wa of Table IV.2. The best agreement is
shown at the 50% N.R. power which is the power setting selected for design.

It is believed that the selection of the test stand data for the flight
power settings is a valid approximation since (1) there is very little
difference in the density of the air between the test stand and flight test
data even if the latter is unsupercharged, (2) the variations in rpm and mp
balance each other, (3) the check of induction system airflow from flight
test data mentioned above shows favorable agreement, and (4) accuracy is
within that of investigation. Using the airflow data of Table IV.2, the
texaperature data of Table 111.2 at the 2000 ft p.a., equations (13), (14),
and Wg - Wa + Wf, the interwarmer air weight flow, Wh, has been computed for
each power setting. Although airflow data were taken at a p.a. of 819 ft.
and temperature data at 2000 ft p.a., all development of equations will be
considered for sea level conditions since design requirements are thus
specified. This procedure is also considered within the accuracy of the
investigation. The resulting interwarmer air weight flow from each of these
equations is given in Table IV.3.

Obviously the Wh computed from equation (14) is inadequate. This may
be caused by the fact that the heat rise over the exhaust manifold may be
due to other heat besides that indicated by the change in enthalpy over the
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TABLE IV.2

INDUCTION AIR, FUEL, AND EXHAUST
GAS WEIGHT FLO1A FOR R335D AMINE

Induction Ex Gas
Nominal Flight Test Test* Air Flow Fuel Flow Flow

Power 2000' Stand Wa Wf W

N. Re
____ rpm mp iirpm up Ilb/u- lb/sec lb/hr _lb/. lb/sec

100 2400 41.81 2400 44 13850 3.85 1385 .385 4.235

80 2200 35.0 2211 32.3 8850 2.46 80o .226 2.688
65 2100 32.8 2015 33.2 8350 2.32 445 .124 2.444
50 1700 30.8 1360 35-0 5880 1.63 439 .122 1.754

*Test stand data taken at local altitude at WPAFB, i.e. 819 ft.

TABLE IV.3

COMPARISCt OF COMUTEP
INThFRAMR AIR WEIGHT FLOE

Nominal Wh from Wh from
Power Equation (13) Equation (14)

% N.R. lb/sec lb/sec

100 2.67 .772
80 2.28 .781
65 2.78 .765
5o 2.414 .675
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section of the exhaust manifold from the firewall to the turbo. Some heat
may be picked off from the turbo and some may be sucked in from the engine
section. Howevers much of this diacrepancy may also be due to the use of only
one thermocouple in the middle of the duct, which would not indicate an
enthalpy loss in the exhaust gas nearer the inside surface of the exhaust gas
manifold. These undefined sources of error must be considered as a constant
and would be only applicable under similar conditions of installation and
instrumentation. Hence equation (14) becomes:

Wh - 1.17 K Wg (Tg - Tlg) (23)
""- (TT - Ta)

where K . 2.414 - 3.56 at 50% N.R. power, hence

wh ..18 Wg (Tg - TZ) (24)
(Tlh - Ta)

It now becomes necessary to determine an expression of the minimum
area of the ducting in the interwarmer system to produce a desired carburetor
air temperature rise in terms of the induction air weight flow* Using the
basic flow equation

wi1 I p uA (25)

u.nWh

where

Wh A 2.414 lb/sec from Table IV.3 at 50% NJ.R power
-.07651 lb/ft

PA Elbows 39.4 in 2 AF part No 48J20924
26.0 in 2 AF part No 48J20923
-65. in2 or .454 ft 2

Intercoeler Exit Shutter Boeing Part No. 14-2326-1 has dimen-
sions of 1975" x 260 when opened to end of green range
45.5 in 2 or .316 ft 2

The areas given above are minimum in the interwarmer ducting. The elbow areas
are believed the best for design use since there is a velocity increase at
the intercooler or interwarmer exit due to the venturi effect of the slipstream
which tends to decrease the opening required to maintain uniform flow.

Therefore

u_ 2.414

"- 69.5 ft/sec, is the velocity of flow in the interwaruer system
for the best performance.
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From equation (25) we have

A ah Wh .188 Wh (26)Pu • "~9

Equation (26) is an expression of the minimum area of the interwarmer dueting.
The exit area of the venturi flap is shown frcm above to require oniLy 70% of
this area to maintain the same flow.

In order to obtain empirical equations for the rate of heat transfer we
must introduce the empirical relationships in equations (5) and (6). Hence
we have at interwarmer

qi - WaCpa(T4a - T3a) - Whcph(T3h - T4h) (27)

- Wa.24( 61.2) - Wh.24 (41-4)

a 3.4.7 Wa - 9.94 wh (28)

and at the exhaust manifold

qem - WhCph(Tlh - Ta) - 4.18 Wgcpg(Tg - Tlg) (29)

- Whx.24x(127.8) - Wgxd.l18x.2 8(42)

- 30.7 wh = 48.2 Wg (30)

Dividing the rate of heat transfer by the corresponding weight flow gives
the quantity of heat transferred at each heat exchange. Hence at interwarmer
the heat gained by the induction air is

Qia -i 141.7 BTu/lb (
Wa

and the heat lost by the interwarmer air is

Qih qi 9 919 BTU-lb (32)

At the exhaust manifold the heat gained by the interwarmer air is

Qemh - qem . 307 BTU/lb (33)
Wh

and the heat lost by the exhaust gas is

Qemg = qem . 48.2 BTU/Ib (34)
Wg

In summation, sufficient equations have been provided to (1) set up
induction and interwarmer system energy balances for a proposed system, (2)
conpute required interwarmer flow from both the induction system air weight
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and exhaust system gas weight flow equations, (3) determine minimum duct area
for the interwarmer system, and (4) determine rate of heattansfer and quantity
of heat transferred at each heat exchange. A design using these equations will
be developed for the Pratt & Whitney R4360-$5 engine in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V - APPLICATION TO DESIGN

General

In order to illustrate the application of the design equations developed
in the preceding chapter, an interwarmer system will be designed for an
R-4360-53 engine on a B-36 type aircraft. Air, fuel, and exhaust gas weight
flow test stand data obtained from the Pratt & Whitney Engine Unit, Power
Plant Laboratory, which will be used in this design problem is shown in Table
V.1. The basic assumptions which applied in the development of the design
equations will also be considered applicable to this problem. Further, it
will be assumed that the induction and interwarmer system is similar to that
of the B-29, ie., containing intercooler-interwarmer, turbosupercharger, heat
control valve, exit intercooler shutter, exhaust manifold heat source for
interwarmer system, the efficiencies of the heat exchanges at both the inter-
cooler and at the exhaust manifold are approximately the same as those on
the B-29, and heat losses are similar. These assumptions are valid since
turbosupercharged engine installations are very similar. The following
factors will apply to the design of this system:

a. The heat source will be the exhaust manifolds.

b. Flow of hot air over intercooler tubes is induced by the venturi
effect over an open exit intercooler shutter.

c. A heat valve such as the balanced type wh4 h would provide minimum
leakage of cold air when valve is in the hot pos'. -on is utilized.

d. Fire valves in the interwarmer system ducting near the hot air intake
from around the exhaust manifolds are provided.

e. Ducting is designed keeping area changes and reversals of flow to a
minimum.

f. Valve installation is designed so that flow if cooling air is not

restricted when the heat valve is in the cold position.

g. Heat control valve is designed for only hot and cold positions.

h. Control of the intercooler exit shutter is sufficiently accurate to
meet HIAD requirements which will allow selective and accurate control of
induction air temperatures.

i. Induction air temperature is measured at carburetor top decks

In accomplishing this design it will be necessary to set energy balances
using the OAT and heat rise specified in the requirements paragraph b, Chapter
III, then heat transfer conditions will be established, the interwarmer air
weight flow Wh computed using Wa and W from above, and the area of the duc-
ting computed fram the interwarmer air weight flow Wh.
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Energy Balances

The energy balance for the induction system was reduced to equation
(15) which is

Ta + (T4a - T3a) 0 T5a

Fran the requirement of paragraph b of Chapter III, we note that

Ta - -53.8"C, -65"F or 395"R

and fron equation (1?)

T5a -Ta - 61.2-R

therefore Tla = 395*R, T2a - 3950R, T3a = 395*R, T4a - 456.2OR, and T5a
456.20R.

The energy balance for the interwarmer system was reducpd to equation
(16) which is

(Th - Ta) + (T3h - T2h) + (Th - T3 h) +(Ta - Tjh) - 0

Equations (18) through (22) provide values for these enthalpy changes so thatwhen Ta - 395*R, Tlh - 522.8*R, T2h - 522.8eR, T3h - 501.20R and T4h -

459.80R.

The above establishes the temperatures throughout both the induction and
interwarmer systems. For the exhaust system the temperatures Tg - 2059OR and
Tlg - 2017*R should be used as these were the temperatures from the B-29
installation and should be valid.

Heat Transfers

It is now possible to determine the interwarmer system mass airflow Wh
from the induction system flow W& and exhaust gas flow W of Table V.I at
55% Normal Rated Sea Level Power. It was decided to deterine interwarmer
weight airflow, minimum duct areas, and rate of heat transfer for the 5
N.R. power since no 50% N.R. power data were available. This is on the
conservative side since a greater weight airflow will provide a greater duct
area.

From equation (13) we have

Wh .Wa Th(T4a ,T hT3a ) 3.3 x 61.2 .49l/e- T3- - 9 lb/sec

From equation (24) we have

Wha 4-18 !g (Tg _ T h7.4.18 x 3.48 x 42 . 4-78 lb/sea
(Tlh - TaO 127,8
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It is shown that Wh computed from either equation (13) or ( 2 4) provides
very close agreement, hence, Wh - 4.9 lb/sec will be used in subsequent compu-
tations.

Assuming that the best velocity of flow would be 69.5 ft/sec as in the
B-29 system we can obtain the minimum area of the duct from equation (26)
which is

A - .188 Wh - .188 x 4.9 - .921 ft. 2

Knowing the minimum duct area the ducting for the system may be designed.

The exit area of the intercooler shutter was shown to be 70% of the mini-
mum area, hence, for the B-36 this would yield an area of .644 ft 2 . The
intercooler exit shutter indicator would then be marked to indicate this maxi-
mum position by opening the shutter sufficiently to provide that area.

The rate of heat transfer per unit time at both the intercooler and
exhaust manifold may be obtained from equations (28) and (30).

Therefore at interwarmer

q- 14.7 Wa - 9.94 wh
- 14.7 x 3.31 - 9.94 x 4.9
" 48.6 BTU/sec - 48.6 BTU/sec

and at exhaust manifold

qe, 30.7 Wh - 48.2 W
30.7 x 4.9 - 48.5 x 3.48

" 150.5 BTU/sec A, 168 BTU/see

The rate of heat transfer at the interwarmer, qj, shows very good agree-
ment computed from both Wa and Wh. The computation at the exhaust manifold
qem however does not show as favorable results when computed using both Wh
an Wg but is believed that an average of the two values would be sufficiently
accurate. Hence, rate of heat transfer at the interwarmer into the induction
air is

qi - 48.6 BTU/sec

and the rate of heat transfer at the exhaust manifold from the exhaust gas
to the interwarmer air is

qem - 159.3 BTU/sec

The quantity of heat transferred at the interwarmer and at the exhaust
manifold is given by equations (31), (32), (33), and (34) without any further
computation.

From the determinations made above, the conditions around the heat
exchange at both the intercooler or interwarmer and at the exhaust manifold
are known. From these conditions, it is possible to check the adequacy of
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the intercooler as an interwarmer, or to design a new heat exchanger. Further,
the defined conditions at the ehaust manifold will permit design of a heat
exchangerj, or enable drawing warm air from a sufficient length of the exhaust
manifold to provide adequate heating of interwarmer air.

The above represents the extent to which design will be accomplished.
It was not the purpose of this report to go into detail design, but rather to
provide sufficient equations and information so that detail design could be
made for specific applications.
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CHAPTER VI - SUMMATION AND CONCLUSION

In the preceding chapters the factors leading to the design of the
Interwarmer Induction Air Heating System, the description of the system and
instrumentation used to obtain design data, and test procedures were discussed.
Empirical equations were developed using a combination of flight test and
test stand data because of circumstances beyond the control of the author.
Temperature surveys were obtained fran flight tests and induction air, fuel,
and exhaust gas weight flow from test stands. While it was realized that this
was not the ideal procedure, it was the only alternative since further tes-
ting *as not considered warranted. It is believed that this approach will be
adequate and will provide satisfactory results. The equations thus developed
were used to define conditions for design of an interwarmer system for the
R-4360-15 Pratt and Whitney engine in a B-36 aircraft. Detail design was
not accomplished since such was considered beyond the scope of this report.

In applying the interwarmer system to any type of reciprocating engine
installation, it is only necessary to obtain the induction air weight flow,
and fuel weight flow for the engine to be provided with the system. Next
consider all the design factors listed in the previous chapter and prepare
a preliminary drawing of the interwarmer, induction, and exhaust systems
introducing temperature and airflow symbols in accordance with Figure 11.8.
Set up the energy balance equations (15) and (16) for both the induction and
interwarmer systems using Ta - -53.8*C (-650F) and T5a - -17.8oC (OF) modi-
fying as necessary so as to accurately reflect energy balances of both the
induction system and interwarmer system. For instance, it may be decided
that a valve installation such as a balanced type would have only half the
leakage, hence, only half the heat loss of the cantilever type. Hence, this
savings should be distributed throughout both the induction and interwarmer
system energy balances as required. These energy balances then define the
temperatures throughout both the interwarmer and induction systems. Listing
each temperature, in lieu of temperature differences, then defines the condi-
tions for the heat exchanges into the induction air at the interwarmer and
from the exhaust gas at the exhaust manifold from which the interwarmer air
weight flow Wh may be computed from equations (13) and (24). Knowing the air
and gas weight flows and enthalpy changes over both the induction and exhaust
system heat exchanges, the BTU/sec or BTU/lb which must be transferred from
the exhaust gas to the interwarmer air to the induction system air can be
determined from equations (28), (30), (31), (32), (33), and (34) and suitable
heat exchangers designed.

It should be noted that turbosupercharged aircraft engines lend them-
selves to this design since an intercooler to serve as an interwarmer already
exists in the induction system. However, it is believed that application to
low power non-turbosupercharged engines could be advantageously accomplished.
A very simple heat exchanger could be designed and installed in the induction
system. The heat control valve could be operated by a push-pull type flexi-
ble control rather than by an electro-mechanical actuator, The exit shutter,
or regulating valve, could also be operated by a flexible push-pull type rod,
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or the cowling could be raised and a fixed opening provided to induce hot
airflow from a non-ram source over the heat exchanger in the induction system.
This latter method would be preferred, and the heat control valve would then
be used as a regulator to select and maintain a fixed intake air temperature.
A cold air source is not necessary for a non-turbosupercharged aircraft
engine since no heat of compression would have to be dissipated.

In conclusion, it is desired to emphasize that the interwarmer design,
although originally designed for turbosupercharged aircraft engines, will
provide an effective intake air conditioning system for non-turbosupercharged
aircraft engines. It is believed that its greatest potential lies in the
field of low power reciprocating engines and the improved performance which
would result from such application would warrant the effort expended.
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APPENDIX

Nomenclature

Symbol Description Units

A area cross-eectional sq. ft.

CP specific heat at constant pressure BTU/IbOR

g acceleration of gravity 32.2 ft/sec 2

H total enthalpy BTU/lb

J mechanical equivalent of heat 778 ft Ib/BTU

K constant dimensionless

p static pressure lbs/ft 2

P total pressure lbs/ft 2

q heat rate or quantity of heat per BTU/sec
unit time

Q quantity of heat BTU/lb

r recovery factor dimensionless

t static temperature as indicated

T total temperature as indicated

Tind indicated temperature as indicated

u velocitz, ft/sec

W weight flow lb/sec

p density lbs/ft 3

Subscripts

a free air or induction system inlet

la induction system air turbo inlet

2a induction system air turbo outlet

3a induction system air interwarmer inlet
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4a induction system air interwarmer exit

5a indi tion system air carburetor top deck

6a induction system air carburetor bottom deck

g exhaust gas near firewall

1g exhaust gas near turbosupercharger

lh interwarmer system air outlet side of exhaust manifold
heat exchanger

2h interwarmer system air heat valve inlet

3h interwarmer system air heat valve outlet and inlet to
interwarmer

4h interwarmer system air interwarmer outlet

f fuel

em exhaust manifold

emg exhaust gas at exhaust manifold

emh interwarmer air at exhaust manifold

i intercooler or interwarmer

ia induction air at interwarmer

ih interwarmer air at interwarmer

Abbreviations

Item Description

CAT carburetor air temperature

carburetor This term used in lieu of terminology air regulator, or
master control, which takes place of carburetor on fuel
injection engines to simplify expression and eliminate
confusion.

ft foot (feet)

ft 2  square foot (feet)

ft 3  cubic foot (feet)

in inch (es)
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Item Description

in 2  square inch (es)

lb pound (s)
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